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GANDHIAN PERSPECTIVE ON CORRUPTION 

JOLY ROY* 

*Assistant Teacher, Dept of Philosophy, University of North Bengal, West Bengal, India 

ABSTRACT 

I have given a short concept about corruption, form of corruption and causes 

of corruption. I also discuss the Bureaucratic and political corruption. I discussed 

Gandhian perspective on corruption.  Corruption in India is a consequence of the 

nexus between bureaucracy, politics and criminals. To me honest bureaucrats are 

everywhere but unfortunately society does not give them due respect and regard but 

they are called unsocial, unfit for society and not fit for this world. To me it will be 

not possible other agencies to remove corruption for India until and unless we are able 

to change the mindset of people. In this context, in this paper I wish to analyze the 

political corruption, it causes-effects and also some valuable suggestions against 

corruption in respect of Gandhian appraisal. 

KEYWORDS: Corruption, Causes of Corruption, Value & Ethics, Gandhi’s Principle. 
 

GANDHIAN PERSPECTIVE ON CORRUPTION 

The word corrupt which has been derived from Latin word corruptus, which 

means to abuse or destroy or to break. It defines as misuse of public power for private 

gains. Corruption is impurity or deviation from an ideal. In economy, corruption is 

payment for services or material which the recipient is not due, under law. This may 

be called bribery. In government it is when an elected representative makes decisions 

that are influenced by vested interest rather than their own personal or party 

ideological beliefs. It is also accepting bribes in forms of goods or money to use 

official powers.  

 The different form of corruption i.e. bribery, misappropriation of public 

goods, nepotism and influencing the formulation of laws and regulations for private 

gain political corruption as the misuse of public office or authority for unsanctioned 

private gain A corrupt society stops valuing integrity, virtue or moral principles. In 

the contemporary era corruption descends from higher level to lower i.e. from 
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politician to bureaucrats. Due to the rampant corruption the progress becomes stands 

still or leads to economic and political disaster. Corruption is impurity or deviation 

from an ideal. In economy, corruption is payment for services or material which the 

recipient is not due, under law. This may be called bribery. In government it is when 

an elected representative makes decisions that are influenced by vested interest rather 

than their own personal or party ideological beliefs. It is also accepting bribes in 

forms of goods or money to use official powers. Political corruption is the use of 

power by government officials for illegitimate private gain. Corruption poses a 

serious development challenge. In the political realm, it undermines democracy and 

good governance. Corruption in elections and in legislative bodies reduces 

accountability and distorts representation in policymaking. Corruption in the judiciary 

compromises the law. Corruption in public administration results in the inefficient 

provision of services. More generally, corruption erodes the institutional capacity of 

government as procedures are disregarded, resources are siphoned off, and public 

offices are bought and sold. At the same time, corruption undermines the legitimacy 

of government and such democratic values as trust and tolerance. 

In India corruption is a major issue. It is increases day to day. Indian media 

has widely published allegations of corrupt Indian citizens stashing trillions of dollars 

in Swiss banks. Swiss authorities, however, assert these allegations to be a complete 

fabrication and false. The causes of corruption in India include excessive regulations, 

complicated taxes and licensing systems, numerous government departments each 

with opaque bureaucracy and discretionary powers, monopoly by government 

controlled institutions on certain goods and services delivery, and the lack of 

transparent laws and processes. There are significant variations in level of corruption 

as well as in state government efforts to reduce corruption across India. Mahatma 

Gandhi knew it very well that corruption will go country and countrymen into hell. 

Progress of all will be stopped. So he issued massages many times. Public avoided it. 

Public must be followed their dharma. 

The bureaucratic corruption which is be abuse of power, office or resources by 

government employees for personal gain.  The corporate corruption, where abuse of 

power by corporate officials either internally or externally. Selfishness and greed are 

the two main causes of corruption. There are many causes of corruption. Firstly 
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emergence of political elite who believes in interest oriented rather than nation 

oriented programs and policies. Secondly, artificial scarcity created by the people 

with malevolent intentions wrecks the fabric of the economy. Thirdly corruption is 

caused as well as increased because of the change in the value system and ethical 

qualities of men who a administrator. Forth, first pollution, wide spread illiteracy and 

poor economic infrastructure lead to corruption in public life. Fifth, low salaries of the 

government officials are also an important cause of corruption. Politician buys votes 

by bribes the poor illiterate people. 

Mahatma Gandhi wrote; “Corruption you will find everywhere. The reformer 

and public worker should do what he can to remove it, himself remain untouched by 

it, and cease worrying.”12 Mahatma Gandhi wrote; “The fear of increase in 

corruption expressed by the correspondent will not be shared by those who know the 

salary scales in Japan and other countries. There is very little connection between 

corruption and the size of salaries. When the consciousness of dharma spreads and 

people are inspired by a sense of public service, they do not demand or accept bribes. 

Giving high salaries for fear of spread of corruption would be, as the saying goes, like 

killing the buffalo for its skin. In other words, it means that for preventing a man from 

taking a bribe occasionally, he should be paid a permanent bribe in the form of a big 

salary!”13 Mahatma Gandhi wrote; “Hinduism teaches that when evils and corruption 

are beyond control by ordinary means and, human endeavour is supplemented by 

tapasya or penance which, in its extreme form, means fasting either conditional or 

unconditional.”14 

Mahatma Gandhi wrote; “Corruption will go when the large number of 

persons given to the unworthy practice realize that the nation does not exist for them 

but that they do for the nation. It requires a high code of morals, extreme vigilance on 

the part of those who are free from the corrupt practice and who have influence over 

corrupt servants. Indifference in such matters is criminal. In 1928 Mahatma Gandhi 

had written that corruption practices would eventually be brought to the public 

knowledge and any attempt to cover them would meet with failure. To Gandhi any 

system of government can fail if people do not show honestly and filling of 

brotherhood. Author says that movement of Anna Hazare and others constitutes take 
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an important step to remain vigilant for the cause of a public life pulsating with values 

and ethics. According to me corruptions wouldn’t stop unless we choose to stop it. 

From Gandhian view following measures need to be taken – 

i. Full prove laws should be made so that there is no room for political and 
bureaucratic corruptions. 

ii. The role of the politicians should be minimised. 

iii. Denying persons with criminal records a chance to contest elections. 

iv. Bureaucracy, the backbone of good governance should be made more citizens 
friendly, accountable, ethical and transparent. 

Mahatma Gandhi talked with women worker “Frankly speaking we are not going to 

make any progress till we have patriotism, sincerity and honesty .We are not even 

fully independent yet and I have been receiving complaints that some so called 

eminent leaders of India are making money through their sons, that nepotism is on the 

increase as also is corruption and that I should do something about it. If it is true all 

one can say is that we have reached the limit of our misfortune.” Mahatma Gandhi 

wrote; “It is the duty of all leading men, whatever their persuasion or party, to 

safeguard the dignity of India. India’s dignity cannot be saved if misgovernment and 

corruption flourish. I mention corruption because misgovernment and corruption 

always go together. I have it from very trustworthy sources that corruption is 

increasing in the country.”23 Mahatma Gandhi wrote; “Corruption will go when the 

large numbers of persons given to the unworthy practice realize that the nation does 

not exist for them but that they do for the nation. It requires a high code of morals, 

extreme vigilance on the part of those who are free from the corrupt practice and who 

have influence over corrupt servants. Indifference in such matters is criminal. If our 

evening prayers are genuine, they must play no mean part in removing from our midst 

the demon of corruption. On this way can say that Mahatma Gandhi played a major 

role in this field also. 

 He dreamt that of ethics and values practised in daily lives.  It’s not the principles 

that have become irrelevant rather it is the impatient nature of today’s progress that 

has made “corruption” so popular. Violence is definitely not the answer to burning 

issues. The need for the day is to shut down the egoistic attitude and mutual distrust. 
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Non-violence can be a good force if practiced. If we “shoot the messenger” we can’t 

progress. There is no room for patronage among equals. M.N. Roy, who founded 

Radical Humanism, said: “When a man really wants freedom and to live in a 

democratic society he may not be able to free the whole world . . . but he can to a 

large extent at least free himself by behaving as a rational and moral being, and if he 

can do this, others around him can do the same, and these again will spread freedom 

by their example.” I don’t think I can put it any better. If that is the goal, then Gandhi 

is more relevant than ever. 

I think that the law and the educational institutions have an important role to 

fight against corruptions.  Power should be well defined and there should be checks 

and balance at every stage of governance. We have tolerated corruption for so long. 

The time has now come to root out from its roots. We have to start from somewhere 

to fight against corruptions. There is need to reiterate Gandhian values. 

 Today nobody is patient enough to apply Gandhiji’s methods. His principles 

can be applied in our daily lives if we have faith in our goals and ideas. Of course 

some feel it will not work because everybody is concerned only about their own well 

being even though it may be harmful to others. It takes courage to abide by certain 

principles when others scoff at you. He is relevant not yesterday or today but forever. 

From my point of view I think that gandhiji’s principles are not being accepted by the 

people of today’s society due to the up growing curroption. I feel that if these 

principles are accepted by the people can bring a great change. ANNA HAZARE is a 

true example of this Today everyone wants to be powerful and rich. They don’t care 

how they achieve it! Gandhi’s principle would work only for 19th century, not now. 

He wanted to live for others but today’s world is a “SELFISH GIANT”. 

Mounting levels of corruption and the collapse of norms for running the affairs 

of nation are matters of serious concern. Mahatma Gandhi had said that the day 

corruption would be removed that day India would get independence from foreign 

rule. The specter of corruption is hunting ordinary people and paralyzing 

administration. It calls for a movement in the pattern of our freedom struggle to 

detoxify our public life. The central figure of that movement was Mahatma Gandhi. 

Let us therefore recall his vision and rededicate to his ideals to generate moral 

momentum which is absolutely necessary to cleanse our mind and society. 
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